
Intelligenza Artificiale in Medicina



I sogni, fin dall’antichità

Iliade, tripode automatico
VI sec aC

Il mago di Oz, Tik-Tok, 1907

Nautilus, Jule Verne, 1872



L’era della meccanica

Blaise Pascal 
1642 – pascalina



L’era dei computer

ENIAC - Electronic 
Numerical Integrator 
And Computer
1946



Pionieri – i programmi che imparano

Arthur Samuel
IBM 704
1950s



La nascita del AI - 1956

Trenchard More, 
John McCarthy, 
Marvin Minsky, 
Oliver Selfridge, and 
Ray Solomonoff



I sogni

L’uomo bicentenario
1999 
NDR-114, Andrew
robot positronico
Isaac Asimov
1976



I sogni

VIKI Virtual Interactive Kinetic Intelligence

Io, robot  2004 (Isaac Asimov, 1950)
NS-5 Sonny



I sogni

HAL 9000
2001 Odissea
nello spazio

1968



I sogni

Star wars
1977
1999



40 anni dopo…

11 Maggio 1997



Tecnologia e ICT

Legge di Moore

Capacità di 
memorizzazione

1990 1993 1994 1998 2001 2003 2004

FacebookBlackberry, 
SkypeWikipediaGoogleAmazonMP3Web



2016: AlphaGO vs Lee Sedol



Rivoluzione



Rivoluzione



L’era mobile



Data disruption

compagnia di taxi senza auto catena di alloggi senza hotel

Commerciante senza merci Media company senza contenuti



2016: AlphaGO vs Lee Sedol

L’INTELLIGENZA 
ARTIFICIALE HA 

BISOGNO DI DATI



Cognitive systems

192011



Big data in healthcare: clinical data

4/21/20 20

PERSONAL 
HEALTH 
RECORD

ELECTRONIC
HEALTH 
RECORDBIODATA, 

BIOSIGNALS, 
BIOIMAGES



Big data in healthcare: evidence based medicine

4/21/20 21



Big data in healthcare: -omics

4/21/20

Toxicogenomics

Proteomics
Metabolomics

Genomics

Transcriptomics



Big data in healthcare: wereable & implantable devices

4/21/20

The number of devices connected to 
the Internet was 12.5 billion in 
2010, making the number of 

connected devices per person >1 
(1.84) for the first time in history. 

Now they are 25 billions

Medtronic implantable device for 
treating chronic pain by delivering 

neurostimulation at the spinal cord is 
connected to a Samsung Galaxy Tab 
S2, to allow data capturing and IPG 

controlling



Big data in healthcare: apps and social media

24

• There are more mobile connections
than people

• Internet search engines like Google
are the 3rd  source of information
(51,4%), Facebook is the fifth
(43,7%).

• Among younger people: 
• First: Facebook (71,1%)
• Second: Google (68,7%)
• Fourth: YouTube (53,6%)



Big data in healthcare: scenario atteso

4/21/20 25
www.ibm.com



Big data in healthcare: aspettative

4/21/20 26

IMPROVING CLINICAL OUTCOMES
Comparative effectiveness research to 
identify the most cost-effective ways to 

diagnose/treat patients

FRAUD ANALYSIS
Automatic analysis of claim requests to 

reduce frauds, waste, and abuse

TELEMONITORING
Real-time monitoring at home and in-hospital 

to prevent acute episodes and adverse 
events

PATIENT PROFILING
Segmentation, predictive modeling, to 

suggest lifestyle changes, and to evaluate risk 
profiles

CLINICAL RESEARCH
Improve clinical trial design, and improve 

data analysis to discover hidden information, 
e.g., adverse effects

PUBLIC HEALTH
Analyze disease patterns to improve public 
health surveillance, faster development of 

targeted vaccines, identify needs and provide 
targeted services

EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE
Extract valuable information from available 

heterogeneous clinical data 

DRUG DISCOVERY
Predictive modeling to identify candidate 

new drugs 
GENOMIC ANALYTICS

More efficient sequencing and analysis to 
make genomic analysis part of the regular 

medical decision making process



Big data in the real world: le 4V

VOLUME
• The size of data goes beyond the 

ability of common 
hardware/software

• Healthcare volume à zettabyte 
(1021) to yottabyte (1024)

VELOCITY
•The rate of growth is very fast

•There is a constant flow of data often in 
real time

VARIETY
•Heterogeneous data (structured, 

unstructured, semi-structured) 
•Different data types

VERACITY
•Errors and inaccuracies are possible

•Error free outcomes are the goal

THE BIG 
DATA 4Vs



Big data in healthcare: heterogeneity

4/21/20

STRUCTURED vs 
UNSTRUCTURED DOCUMENTS



Big data in healthcare: data silos

4/21/20

Healthcare data are stored in isolated “silos” Interoperability is envisaged

Marceglia et al, JAMIA, 2015



Big data in healthcare: analytics

4/21/20

Four-step process:
1- Data collection
2- Data aggregation
3- Data analysis
4- Information 
extraction



Machine learning

IRIS SETOSA



Deep learning vs machine learning

IRIS 
SETOSA

IRIS 
SETOSA



Artificial intelligence

www.informationweek.com



Big data in healthcare: hardware infrastructures

Big Data require a 
technological 

infrastructure that goes 
beyond the classical 
stand-alone system: 
nodes, distributed 
processing, high 

performance computing

http://www.rosebt.com/



Health innovation



Sistemi di supporto alla decisione



Genomica e farmaci

RNA-binding proteins



Cybersecurity

“Threats will be dealt 
with in hours, not days 
or weeks”
M. Taddeo, L.Foridi
Nature 2018



Ambiente e sostenibilità



AI a supporto della clinica

Robots for the 
treatment of autism



Caveat



Stephen Hawking

"Humans, who are limited by slow biological evolution, 
couldn't compete, and would be superseded.”

"The development of full artificial intelligence could spell 
the end of the human race."



Elon Musk

‘What harm can a deep intelligence in the network do?’ 
Well, it can start a war by doing fake news and spoofing 
email accounts and doing fake press releases and by 
manipulating information



Privacy



Cosa deleghiamo alla AI?

COMPAS
Prior 
Offenses

2 armed 
robberies, 1 
attempted 
armed 
robbery

Subsequent 
Offenses

1 grand 
theft

Prior 
Offenses

4 juvenile 
misdemeano
rs

Subsequent 
Offenses None



Cosa deleghiamo alla AI?

www.mobilehealthnews.com



Regole

Considera come punto cruciale il
coinvolgimento dell’umano nella
decisione



Responsabilità condivisa

Self-driving cars Autonomous lethal weapons 
(LAW)



Autodeterminazione



Le nuove élite

52 membri:
17 accademici
4 società civile
31 grande industria



Come affrontare le tematiche di etica


